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Magalhães and Matos [1] criticize our review of experimental evolution [2] for not discussing the 
limitations of other research approaches used in evolutionary biology. While we agree that the strengths of 
experimental evolution result in part from the ability to circumvent some of those limitations, we felt that 
discussing the limitations of comparative, phylogenetic, paleontological, and other approaches was 
beyond the scope of our paper. The power of experimental evolution is manifest in the breadth and depth 
of insights gained through its application, as reviewed in our paper [2]. Nonetheless, experimental 
evolution does have its own particular limitations as a research approach, and it is important that 
practitioners of experimental evolution are aware of them to avoid incorrect interpretation of results.   
We believe that the “gold standard” for addressing many evolutionary questions is one that uses 
multiple research approaches and methods that address complementary aspects of the issues at hand. 
Theory provides a broad framework about what might be possible and links specific assumptions with 
predictions, thus inspiring empirical tests and sometimes generating unexpected new insights. 
Experimental evolution can show what outcomes are plausible and accessible in a biological system with 
particular properties (e.g., population size and mode of reproduction). Studies of phenotypic and genetic 
variation in natural populations can establish how much and what kinds of variation exist for traits of 
interest; such studies may also show whether a particular process has occurred in nature (e.g., by 
detecting signatures of recent selection in the genome). Molecular biology may reveal the mechanisms by 
which genetic differences give rise to variation in phenotypes and fitness. Finally, phylogenetically-based 
comparative approaches (and, for traits preserved in the fossil record, paleontology) reveal which of many 
possible evolutionary scenarios actually occurred, and whether the processes or factors of interest are 
sufficiently important or general to contribute to broad-scale patterns of differentiation within and among 
species or higher taxa.  
The concerted application of such complementary approaches can synergistically advance our 
understanding of an evolutionary phenomenon. A case in point is the evolution of aging. Insights by Peter 
B. Medawar and George C. Williams, later formalized in mathematical models (e.g., [3]), posited that 
senescence is an expected outcome of evolution (rather than an unavoidable result of attrition) and, 
moreover, predicted testable connections between aging, reproduction, and extrinsic mortality. 
Experimental evolution studies verified those predictions under laboratory conditions and demonstrated 
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that lifespan can evolve rapidly in either direction (e.g., [4]). Quantitative genetic studies of natural 
populations confirmed the existence of ample genetic variation in the rate of aging as well as antagonistic 
pleiotropy between early- and late-life fitness components (e.g., [5]) including in humans (e.g., [6]). 
Genomic methods are beginning to identify some of the underlying polymorphisms (e.g., [7]), while other 
high-throughput methods shed light on the architecture of lifespan and related traits (e.g,. [8]). Also, 
experiments with mutants, transgenics and pharmacological manipulations suggest candidate 
physiological mechanisms (e.g., insulin signaling) that might modulate the trade-off between early 
reproduction and lifespan while comparative studies show that these mechanisms are highly conserved 
across metazoans [9]. Some candidate genes show predicted patterns of geographic variation in allele 
frequencies across populations (e.g., [10]). Finally, phylogenetically-based comparative studies (e.g., [11]) 
indicate that the factors identified by theory and in evolution experiments drive much of the variation in 
lifespan across taxa. Although many questions remain unanswered, the application of complementary 
approaches has allowed the evolution of aging to become a mature area of research with some potentially 
important biomedical applications (e.g, [12]). 
In conclusion, experimental evolution is a powerful approach for studying evolution based on its 
particular strengths [1, 2] as well as its ability to complement other approaches. The growth of 
experimental evolution in recent years suggests that this approach was underutilized in the past. We hope 
and expect that evolutionary biologists will continue to use all available approaches, alone and in concert, 
to advance our understanding of evolution.   
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